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boys in peace time, we must achieve a programme of training that will 
not only produce the development we want but will also in the long 
run attract the boys . 

. In the . Glenmore courses it was possible to make mountaineering the 
climax, but the basis for cadet training everywhere should be the proper . 
use of the countryside for training and it should b~ emphasised that 
this type of training can be adopted and developed to suit any type of 
country. Mountain training courses must always be the best for this 
purpose and it is to be hoped that the officials in the Services wi-ll 
recognise this and give every encouragement to this type of training in 
future. By volunteering their services the climbing fraternity could 
be enabled thereby to make a continuous and important contribution 
to the development of youth, who will be quick to assimilate the 
mountaineer's outlook on life, if they are only given the chance to 
start on the right lines. I think most mountaineers would agree that 
the hills can enable us to see things more clearly and give us a sane 
outlook on life, as well as training and hardening our bodies. The 
widest possible dissemination of this outlook on life is the most urgent 
need of the modern world at the present time. 

THE FIRST ASCENT OF THE SOUTH FACE 
OF MOUNT KENYA 
BY ARTHUR H. FIRMIN 

HE history of climbing on Mt. Kenya has developed very slowly, 
partly due to the distance of East Africa from Europe and also 
to the fact that for many years there have been very few ~limbers 

domiciled in this country. Now that the war is over and air travel is 
likely to become cheap and fast before long, we in Kenya shall hope to 
see many of our fellow climbers from England enjoying their sport on 
the rocky peaks of Mt. Kenya. 

Kenya was first climbed in 1899 by Sir Halford Mackinder and two 
guides. They climbed from the S.E. side of the mountain and made 
a direct attack on the highest peak, Batian (17,046 ft.), by traversing 
the Diamond Glacier which hangs between the t\vin peaks Nelion and 
Batian. This route ·has never been climbed since as the Diamond 
Glacier has shrunk, as have all the glaciers on Kenya, and the traverse 
would be extremely hazardous today, if not impossible. 

Nearly thirty years elapsed before the mountain was climbed again. 
In January, 1929, E. E. Shipton and P. Wyn Harris reached the top of 
Batian from the S.E. side but this time via Nelion (17,000 ft.). This 
has since become the normal route to Batian, it being somewhat easier 
than any other tried route on the mountain, altho1.1:gh the time factor 
often prevents parties which have reached Nelion from crossing the 
Gate of the lVJists to climb Batian as well. 

A third route was pioneered on the mountain in July, 1930, when 
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H. W. Tilman and E. E. Shipton made a first traverse of the mountain . 
and its peaks by climbing the W. ridge and descending by the S.E. 
route. TheW. ridge is probably the most difficult and most impressive 
route on the mountain. It has not been climbed since, but it is hoped 
other attempts will be made. 

After I930 several climbs were made up the normal route, but it 
was not until I944 that a new route was climbed when Mr. Peter 
Hicks and myself climbed the N. face of Batian and descended by the 
S.E. route, thus doing a second traverse of the mountain. This year, 
I was very keen to do another Jraverse, either by following in Shipton 
and Tilman's footsteps and repeating their W. ridge traverse or by 
making a first ascent of the S. face and descending by the N. face. 
Mr. John Howard joined me in my enthusiasm to attempt a new climb 
and we two, together with Mr. V. Klarwill and Mr. M. Taffe, left 
Raymond Hook's farm at Nanyuki on January I, I946, with some 
serious climbing in mind. 

After some discussion it was decided to make for Two Tarn Col and 
establish a base camp there where we should enjoy a full view of the 
S. side of the mountain . . On the way up, Howard and I deviated from 
the route and pitched a bivouac tent at the foot of the N. face to serve 
as shelter should we climb the S. face and descend by the N . On 
January 4 we established our base camp at Two Tarn Col. 

Since Hausburg's attempt in I 899 there is no record of any climbing 
at all on the S. face. First and foremost came planning of the route. 
Before any attempt could be made on the main peak, we decided to 
climb Point John, a rocky pinnacle to the S. which commands a superb 
view of the vast S. face. On January 5 Howard and I left the main 
camp and reached the summit of Point John at I 2 noon, after fairly 
easy going. The route followed was up a gully on the S. side of the 
peak. From the summit we studied the S. face in detail through the 
binoculars and what we saw did not encourage , us to feel optimistic 
about our projected climb. After some time, it became apparent that 
if a route was to be found at all, it must lie somewhere on the large 
expanse of rock, snow and ice which lies between the W. face and the 
junction of the Diamond and Darwin Glaciers. A large snowfield 
lying to the S. of the W. face and bounded on both sides by a narrow 
ridge appeared to offer the line of least resistance and it was decided 
that we should make this our first objective when reconnoitring the 
main peak. 

Sunday, January 6, was devoted to finding a route into the snowfield. 
Owing to an attack of catarrh, Howard decided to spend the day resting 
in camp. Klarwill and I walked over to the snout of the Darwin 
Glacier and from there I pushed on alone. By keeping to the true 
right side of the glacier and kicking steps in the snow and ice, a good 
deal of time was saved. A traverse to the left over rock alternating 
with snow and ice and a final climb up a rock gully ended on the eastern 

. ridge bounding the snowfield. The ridge to the top of the snowfield 
looked promising and I returned to camp in high spirits. 

• 
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Howard's leave was now drawing to a close. Although neither of us 
were feeling very fit or fully acclimatised to the altitude, we spent the 
next day establishing a bivouac camp at the snout of the Darwin Glacier, 
and in pushing the route as far as it would go, with the idea of making 
a final attempt on the S. face the following day. We reached the snow
field in good time and then followed the eastern ridge until it terminated 
against a rock face, where we turned to the left, cutting steps in the ice. 
We returned to the bivouac tent just before sundown and settled down 
to a fairly comfortable night, the only disturbance being about 9 P .M. 

when a few chunks of ice fell on to our tent, making us wonder if there 
was to be an avalanche. 

A brilliant morning greeted us as we emerged from our tent at 
7 A.M . on January 8. This meant a late start as the most daylight which 
can be counted on so near to the Equator is from 12 to 13 hours and we 
had already missed an hour. However, we set off in good spirits. It 
was bitterly cold climbing in the shadow of the S.E. ridge and we did 
not thaw out until we reached the E. ridge of the snowfield, where we 
rested in the sunshine for a few minutes . Approximately zoo miles 
away to the S. we could clearly see the massive dome of Kilimanjaro 
bathed in the morning sunshine I 

At 10 A.M. we reached the top of the snowfield. From here onwards 
progress became more and more difficult, partly due to our not knowing 
the route to be followed and partly due to the increasing severity of the 
steep bits. The climbing from here until we reached the ridge coming 
down from Batian was of a very high standard, involving step-cutting 
over ice and snow alternating with extremely difficult rock passages 
which included one superb buttress about 200 ft. high almost devoid 
of good holds. 

Above the snowfield we climbed over steep rock for about 300 ft . 
The route planned roughly from the top of Point John now led to the 
right, but this closer proximity ·with the face revealed the full difficulties 
of the next move and , after some hesitation, we decided to try a ridge 
running up on our left. We gained this without much difficulty and 
began to climb upwards over rock, snow and ice which ended under the 
huge rock buttress mentioned above. Howard belayed himself as well 
as possible on the ridge whilst I tackled the buttress. A false start was 
made to the right which led to unclimbable rock. I retraced my steps 
and trie_d the left hand side. As I rose slowly holds became less and 
less and a belay out of the question. Just before the 140ft. of rope ran 
taut between us I found a small rocky projection almost hidden by ice 
and snow. By cutting away the ice there was just enough room to 
place both my feer on the small platform. It was impossible to find 
a rock belay, but by leaning firmly back against the face I was able to 
take a body belay. 

Whilst Howard moved up to join me I had time to realise what a 
superb and exposed position I was in. On my left were the steep rocks 
up which we had just climbed, beyond them the snowfield and, 
thousands of feet below, the Teleki valley. Stretching away down out 
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of sight was the ridge we had joined above the snowfield. The Tyndall 
Glacier swept past me on the right, dropping sheer away for hundreds 
and what appeared thousands of feet, until it spread into a broad· basin 
and gradually disappeared from view. On the other side of the Tyndall 
Glacier facing me was Point Piggott, dwarfed from a -lower viewpoint 
by the main peaks, but from here a massive mountain , her eastern side 
sloping down towards the Tyndall Glacier to join theW. ridge whose 
knife edge rose up and disappeared into the ·mists above. It was one 
of the finest moments I have ever had on a mountain. 

When Howard joined me, I moved off the ledge and for a brief 
moment, whilst he took my' place, neither of us were in a secure position. 
After more hard climbing up the buttress we reached the ridge descend
ing from Batian and turned left towards the summit. Almost im
mediately our way was blocked by a large rock which fell away sheer 
on both sides and sloped upwards at a steep angle for about I 5 ft. A 
traverse to the right or left was impossible and the rock face immedi
ately blocking our way was devoid of holds. There was no alternative 
but to take off boots and socks and endeavour to climb the steep angle in 
bare feet. Howard obtained a good belay and after one or two anxious 
moments I managed to reach the top. I 

From this point onwards we followed the Batian ridge until we 
reached the summit. There was one other incident on this final 
stretch which stands out vividly in my mind. Soon after turning left 
towards the summit we came to a deep cleft in the .ridge about 40 ft. 
deep. Here the ridge had narrowed to about 2 ft. and it required a 
good deal of determination to step across the 3 ft. wide cleft without 
looking to left or right. We reached the summit at 3 .I 5 P .M. and 
remained there longer than we intended, eating some chocolates and 
some raisins and taking a few photos. Now and then the mists cleared 
and we were rewarded with extensive views to the N. 

During the latter part of the climb we had both realised that if we 
went on there was no hope of descending the mountain before nightfall. 
But it seemed best to us to keep going as we had come over several 
passages on the S. face where there were no belays good enough to allow 
us to rope down. Now that we had reached the summit with the 
certainty of darkness falling before we could make the full descent 
·whichever route we took, we decided to descend by the route which 
I knew well, the S.E. or normal route. Undoubtedly, with the aid of 
the doubled rope a direct descent of Batian by the N. face should be 
the shorter, and it is possible we made an error of judgment in our 
decision. 

• 

We left Batian at 3 ·4 5 P .M ., encountering difficulties in our descent 
to the Gate of the Mists, as several rocks had moved since last I crossed 
from Batian to Nelion in July 1944. Conditions in the Gate of the 
Mists were appalling, there being far more snow and ice than usual. 
The snow covered the whole saddle between the two peaks and stretched 
up high on to the face of Nelion. At first we thought that step-cutting 
would be necessary, but fortunately the snow though soft yet held firm 

• 
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when steps were kicked into it. Howard led forward the full length 
of the rope until he was firmly established on the side· of Nelion. 
When I joined him we ran out the full length of the rope again before 
we could leave the snow and get on firm rocks. It was 6 P.M. when we 
reached the top of Nelion and the descent was commenced without 
stopping to write our names in the record book. 

Darkness fell just above the large exposed amphitheatre when 
descending the S.E. face. Further climbing was impossible and we 
were forced to find a ledge where we spent the night. For the first 
hour or so we kept each other cheerful by cracking feeble jokes and 
assuring ourselves that it could not be so bad. Attempts at singing 
had to be abandoned as our cracked and at the best of times poor voices 
sounded like a couple of frogs croaking in the great solitude of the 
night. As the night wore on a wind sprang up which reached nearly 
gale force just before dawn. With the wind, the fight against the cold 
became serious and we kept our hands and feet continually moving to 
avoid freezing. From time to time a single light vvould flash many 
miles away in the inky darkness and I vividly recollect the lights of 
Nairobi faintly glowing about a hundred miles away. Many times we 
thought of a good meal and a comfortable bed. We had eaten very 
little since we left camp in the morning, and the small flask of brandy, 
after receiving a good deal of attention, ceased to give further comfort. 
At last a faint misty grey on the horizon grew larger and larger. Slowly 
the dark canopy of the night receded towards the W. and one by one 
the stars disappeared. The cold seemed to increase and the wind 
howled round us. Impatiently we waited for the warm glow of the sun, 
but it was about an hour before the first red streaks of dawn appeared. 
Above the clouds we first saw Kilimanjaro, nearly 3000 ft. higher than 
Kenya, already bathed in the rosy dawn. The sun rose suddenly. 
Across the dusky plains we could see the \vhite smoke of thousands of 
native fires as the villages stirred to life at the wakening of another day. 
In spite of our discomfort we were spellbound by the beauty of those 
swiftly flying minutes of a ttopical sunrise, for so near to the Equator 
the sun comes up like a joyous ball and a few moments later the whole 
scene is lit with the more common light of day. · 

We were so numb with cold that it was impossible for us to mak~ a 
move down the face, and it was not until 8. I 5 that we felt sufficiently 
thawed out to struggle down towards the Lewis Glacier. This we 
reached after 4t hours of slow and painful climbing. Slowly we 
trudged up to Thomson's Flake, which lies between the main peaks and 
Point Lenana, and after some step-cutting in the snow on the other side 
we were able to glissade down to the bivouac camp which we had left 
at the foot of the N. face. Here we picked up our tent and then moved 
over to the Hausburg valley where we had arranged to meet the rest 
of the party, arriving in camp about 6 P .M. 

Klarwill, alarmed at our long delayed return, had left camp many 
hours previously to visit the N. face bivouac which we had not then 
reached. He returned searching the S. face with the binoculars, picked 
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up a loaded mule in camp and .set off for the top hut, sleeping the night 
in the Teleki valley. At the top hut, which is on the S .E. route, he 
hoped to find a message, but we had been much too exhausted on 
reaching the Lewis Glacier to cross over the glacier to visit the top hut 
where there would be some emergency rations. After two days spent 
in search he returned rather gloomily to camp, where we had a grand 

• reunton. 
In retrospect, I cannot think that the S. face is a much harder climb 

than the N. face, although Peter Hicks and I were not benighted on the 
latter climb. Both include much harder and longer passages than on 
the normal S.E. route. On the N. face climb Peter Hicks and I had 
been in much fitter climbing trim, we felt more acclimatised and much 
spadework had been done by Ken Simmonds, R. Timmis and myself 
the previous January towards finding the route. In the case of 'the 
S. face climb, only two ' reccys ' were undertaken before the final 
attempt was made and \Ve lost an hour's climbing by our late start. 

With two fit climbers, I think that a traverse up the S. face and down 
the N. face could be done in the hours of daylight available, but to 
traverse from N. to S. might be much more difficult owing to the very 
few good belays which could be used for roping down the S. face. · 

PUZZLES 

BY G. R. DE BEER 

OFTEN wonder whether Polybius and Livy realised what a blessing 
they conferred on b.umanity by couching their accounts of Han
nibal's passage of the Alps on a level of precision. insufficient to 

make the tracing of his route obvious, but just enough to encourage 
their readers to think that there is sufficient internal evidence to give 
them a sporting chance of solving the puzzle of where he went. Many 
is the time when during convalescence I have loaded my bedside table 
with Polybius and Livy, my maps and my notes, and enjoyed another 
gnaw at the old bone which never fails to take me in the spirit through 
wide and narrow open spaces, to the great benefit of my mental and 
bodily health. · 

Hannibal's is, however, far from being the only ·such problem of 
itinerary. Another is that of Flavius Stilicho. It is curious that in 
this country, this great Roman general who was C.I.G.S. to the Em
peror Honorius, should not be remembered with greater gratitude. 
For it was he, impelled by the man power problems of his day, who 
put an end to the period when our ancestors had to submit to an army 
of occupation, by withdrawing the Roman legions from Britain. His 
more immediate preoccupation was to check the progress of the Goths 
under Rhadagais and Alaric who were threatening Lombardy and had 
invaded Rh~etia. 
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